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My relation to Abby?  No professional overlap, but … 
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larger time steps than ADCIRC, which is diffusion- and also Courant-
time-step limited due to its semi-explicit formulation and its wetting-
and-drying algorithm. For that reason, the coupling interval is taken to
be the same as the SWAN time step. On each coupling interval,
ADCIRC is run first, because we assume that, in the nearshore and the
coastal floodplain, wave properties are more dependent on
circulation.

At the beginning of a coupling interval, ADCIRC can access the
radiation stress gradients computed by SWAN at times corresponding
to the beginning and end of the previous interval. ADCIRC uses that
information to extrapolate the gradients at all of its time steps in the
current interval. These extrapolated gradients are used to force the
ADCIRC solution as described previously. Once the ADCIRC stage is
finished, SWAN is run for one time step, to bring it to the same
moment in time as ADCIRC. SWAN can access the wind speeds, water
levels and currents computed at themesh vertices by ADCIRC, at times
corresponding to the beginning and end of the current interval. SWAN
applies the mean of those values to force its solution on its time step.
In this way, the radiation stress gradients used by ADCIRC are always
extrapolated forward in time, while the wind speeds, water levels and
currents used by SWAN are always averaged over each of its time
steps.

2.5. Parallel coupling framework

The METIS domain-decomposition algorithm is applied to
distribute the global mesh over a number of computational cores
(Karypis and Kumar, 1999). The decomposition minimizes inter-

core communication by creating local sub-meshes with small ratios
of the number of vertices within the domain to the number of
shared vertices at sub-mesh interfaces. The decomposition also
balances the computational load by creating local sub-meshes with
a similar number of vertices; the local meshes decrease in
geographical area as their average mesh size is decreased.

A schematic of the communication is shown in Fig. 1. Each local
core has a sub-mesh that shares a layer of boundary elements with the
sub-meshes on its neighbor cores. To update the information at these
boundaries in either model, information is passed at the shared
vertices on each sub-mesh. This communication is local between
adjacent sub-meshes. Furthermore, only a small fraction of the
vertices on any sub-mesh are shared. Thus the parallel, inter-core
communication is localized and efficient.

SWAN and ADCIRC utilize the same local sub-meshes. Information is
stored at the vertices in both models, so it can be passed through local
memory or cache, without the need for any network-based, inter-core
communication. In contrast to loose coupling paradigms, in which the
model components run on different sub-meshes and different cores,
SWAN+ADCIRC does not destroy its scalability by interpolating semi-
globally. The inter-model communication is intra-core.

3. Hindcasts of Katrina and Rita

3.1. Parameters of hindcasts

SWAN+ADCIRCwill utilize the SL15mesh that has been validated
for applications in southern Louisiana (Dietrich et al., 2010; Bunya

Fig. 9.Hurricane Katrina winds and waves at 1000 UTC 29 August 2005 in southeastern Louisiana. The panels are: (a) wind contours and vectors (m s!1), shown with a 10 min
averaging period and at 10 m elevation; (b) significant wave height contours (m) and wind vectors (m s!1); (c) mean wave period contours (s) and wind vectors (m s!1); and
(d) radiation stress gradient contours (m2 s!2) and wind vectors (m s!1).
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High resolution modeling of wave breaking 
 
Approaches?     
 
Conventional (finite volume, finite difference, …) 

3D breaking waves 9

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. Examples of vortex filaments generated for some of the 3D breaking waves sim-
ulated for this paper. The top panel (a and b) presents two weak plunging breakers where
no vortex filament is observed, while the four following images (c to f) are plunging break-
ers where vortex filaments occur. (a): H/L = 0.10, d/L = 0.17; (b): H/L = 0.11, d/L = 0.20;
(c): H/L = 0.10, d/L = 0.10; (d): H/L = 0.11, d/L = 0.13; (e): H/L = 0.12, d/L = 0.17; (f):
H/L = 0.13, d/L = 0.20.

splash-up, while the other goes backwards around the main pocket of entrapped air where
a considerable topologically induced circulation takes place (Iafrati 2011). Therefore, as
sketched in figure 4b, a line of discontinuity is found in the velocity field where the two
opposing flows meet. This was discussed in details by Peregrine (1981), who tried to
develop a simple model of the flow after the plunging jet impact, and Watanabe et al.
(2005).

The vortex filament generation is a very transient phenomenon, occurring in less than
a second. In figure 5 and supplementary movies 1 and 2, a time-lapse sequence details
the appearance of two vortex filaments.

The tip shape of the plunger is not a straight line, nor a sharp edge (see figure 7
from Watanabe et al. (2005) and figure 4a). It is commonly observed that the tongue
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High resolution modeling of wave breaking 
 
Approaches?   LES, multiphase continuum model (lower resolution) 

Derakhti and Kirby, 2013 



Mixture Theory Simulations 

6 

Laboratory	  PIV	  data	  	  
(courtesy	  of	  D.	  Foster,	  UNH)	  

Simulation Specifics!
10.6 cm x 2.4 cm x 14.2 cm!
U0,max = 12 cm/s!
T = 2 s!
d = 0.054 cm!
ttotal = 40 s!

Validation with laboratory measurements: 



At the other end of the spectrum – continuing insight from simple process-based models  

Width Drowning!
 

Dynamic Equilibrium!

Height Drowning!
 

to settle decreases with elevation when the marsh becomes
emergent. Although this relationship is strictly true for bottom
elevations within the tidal range, here we extend this assumption
to tidal f lats and determine the consequences of a decreasing
sedimentation rate on equilibrium conditions. If we assume a
constant decrease in sedimentation rate and cohesive sediments
(! ! 1), the right-hand side of Eq. 6 can be graphically described
as a sloping line that intersects the shear-stress curve in two
points (Fig. 4C). Again, we can separate the curve into two
branches (stable and unstable), but now the boundary between
the two branches is defined by the tangent point between the
sloping line and the shear-stress curve. Because the line describ-
ing Eq. 6 decreases with elevation, the separation point between
the two branches is located at a lower elevation than that in the
constant-deposition case. Similarly, it is possible to determine
the tidal-f lat equilibrium conditions for different sediment prop-
erty (! " 1) and different monotonic relationships between
deposition and elevation by substituting the sloping line with the
corresponding curve.

Discussion and Conclusions
The presence of an unstable part in the curve of Fig. 4A is a very
reasonable explanation for the reduced frequency of areas at
intermediate elevations (Fig. 2). However, the unstable region
predicted by the model extends to #1.00 m above MSL, whereas
field evidence shows that the area frequency decreases only
below #0.50 m above MSL. The reasons for this discrepancy are
many fold: (i) Short wind fetch limits wave height. The distri-
bution of bottom shear stress as a function of fetch length
calculated by using the finite-element model (10) solving Eq. 1
indicates that the peak in shear stress shifts toward shallower
depths (as shown in Fig. 4D). The shear stress peaks at #0.5 m
for a fetch of 1,000 m, the characteristic value for the Venice
Lagoon, where frequent islands and marshes limit the distance
over which the wind blows. (ii) Tidal excursions periodically shift
the water depth by approximately $0.35m. (iii) Deposition rates
may be affected by water depth (Fig. 4C).

The decoupling of erosion and sedimentation in Eq. 5 is
partly justified by the fact that the average path of suspended
sediment during a tidal cycle is of the same order of magnitude
of the basin dimensions so that only a small fraction of eroded
sediments is redeposited at the same location. In general, the
deposition rate at each point of the basin depends on sediment
redistribution driven by tidal currents, on the distance from the
main tidal channels, and on allogenic sediment sources such as
rivers and inlets. To determine the evolution of the entire
system, our point analysis of tidal-f lat evolution must be
coupled to a spatial description of sediment transport in the
basin so that the local sediment availability and average
deposition rate are determined.

It is worth noting (see Fig. 2) that the encroachment of
halophyte vegetation on salt marshes starts at %0.05 m in the
Venice Lagoon and that the canopy is fully developed only above
%0.15 m, as reported in detailed field measurements (18). Thus,
halophyte vegetation does not affect the transition from tidal
f lats to salt marshes for bottom elevations below MSL. Once the
tidal f lat emerges, the vegetation rapidly colonizes the surface,
increasing its elevation by sediment trapping and below-ground
organic production. Of particular importance for salt-marsh
equilibrium are the feedbacks between vegetation and accretion,
including inorganic sediment trapping by vegetation (17, 19, 20).
It is then the reduction in wave activity that is ultimately
responsible for the bifurcation of tidal landforms.

The bimodal distribution of tidal landforms is well defined for
the 1901 Southern Lagoon (see Fig. 2), whereas it is less evident
for the 2000 bathymetry, with a less pronounced maximum for
salt marshes. This difference is due to the reduction in salt-marsh
area occurred in the Venice Lagoon in recent decades but also

Fig. 4. Tidal flat equilibrium conditions. (A) Distribution of bottom shear
stresses produced by wind waves as a function of elevation. The intersections
between the shear-stress curve and the horizontal line (Eq. 6) are the equi-
librium tidal-flat elevations. The curves are based on the assumption of
constant annual deposition and a geomorphologically significant wind speed
of 8 m!s, the typical value for tidal flats in the Venice Lagoon. The equilibrium
point on the right is stable because small perturbations in elevation can be
recovered by the system, whereas the equilibrium point on the left is unstable.
(B) Tidal-flat equilibrium conditions as a function of different deposition rates.
(C) Tidal-flat equilibrium conditions for sediment deposition decreasing with
elevation. The stable branch of the curve extends to the tangent point with
the deposition line. (D) Shear-stress curves as a function of fetch length.

8340 " www.pnas.org!cgi!doi!10.1073!pnas.0508379103 Fagherazzi et al.

Equilibria in tidal flat/salt marsh elevations 

Dynamics of landward migration of barrier islands 



Guiding paradigm for modeling?  Wave-averaged mean flow + wave forcing 

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart in early 60’s:  Radiation stress 
Craik, Leibovich in mid 70’s:  vortex-force formalism 
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experiment. Theoretical plot is from equation 7. Wave period, 1.14 sec; Ho -- 6.45 cm; H, -- 
8.55 cm; tan/• -- 0.082. 

As might be expected from (7), the difference 
between the observed and the theoretical 'set- 
down' is well correlated with the difference be- 
tween the o.bserved wave height and the wave 
height predicted by first-order theory. 

Close to the break point the 'set-down' must 
be influenced by the fact that the solutions 
inside and outside the breakers must be patched 
together in a reasonable way. Experimentally, 
it was found that the 'set-down' was rather con- 
stant between the point where the crest of the 
wave begins to curl over and the point where 
the whole wave form collapses. These two points 

are defined as the break point and the plunge 
point (Figure 2). Inshore from the plunge point 
a region of rebound was observed where the 
broken wave reformed and then moved up the 
beach as a regular bore. The rebound was asso- 
eiate'd with a rather rapid rise in the mean water 
level. 

Further inshore, where the bore was well 
formed, the set-up increased steadily, the gradient 
of the set-up being approximately constant as the 
theoretical results suggest. The measurements 
showed that in this region the wave height tends 
to be a linear function of the mean water depth, 

LONGSHORE CURRENTS, 2 

The constants multiplying X and X -5/•' are 
chosen to satisfy the continuity of V and OV/ 
0X at X -- 1. Equation 27 also represents the 
limit of the solution (21) when P .--• 2/5. 

3. D•scuss•oN 

The current profiles given by equation 20 
have been calculated and plotted in Figure 1 
for various values of the horizontal mixing pa- 
rameter P. These current profiles have the 
following properties. 

1. Velocity near the breaker line. As P -• 
0, the profile tends to the triangular form (13) 
appropriate to zero mixing. There is a single 
maximum velocity Vmax --• I just tO the left of 
the breaker line. To the right of the breaker 
line we, have V -• 0. 

2. Velocity at the breaker line. When X -- 
I we have from (21) and (25) 

rs - lB(1 -- P2)(pl -- p2)]-I (28) 
On using the values of p• and p• given by (20) 
we find that in the limit, as P --) 0, VB -• 0.5. 
In other Words, the velocity at the breaker line 
is the mean of the limiting velocities on either 
side. This was foreshadowed in paper 1, section 
6. Now as P increases from zero to infinity, VB 
decreases monotonically from 0.5 to 0. At large 

6793 

values of P we find that asymptotically 

Vs•4/15P as P--• co (29) 
Values of Vr for some representative values of 
P are given in Table 1. Also, when P -- 2/5, we 
have 

Vs = 10/49 = 0.2041 (30) 
3. Maximum velocity. The velocity profile 

generally has a single maximum value Vmax 
lying within the surf zone (0 < X < 1). To 
find the position X,• of this maximum, we dif- 
ferentiate (21) and obtain 

0-- SlPlXmPl-l + A (31) 
Therefore from (22) 

XmlPl--p211/(pI-1) = ( ), p• 1 p• 

From (21) and (31) the corresponding velocity 
is given by 

Vmax-' (1- B•i) AXm (33) 
Using the values of p• and p• given by (20), we 
can show that, as P --) 0, X,• --) I and Vmax 
1, and, as P --) •, both Xm and Vm•x tend to 

i.o• P•O 
m •o.o,ol I 

V /.• 

0.,.• ///// 
///// 

o•. 

0.0 • [ t [ 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

x 

Fig. 1. The form of the current profiles as given by (21) for • sequence of values of the 
mixing parameter P. 
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Table 1. Alongshore Current Model Error Statistics at 
Egmond (ka - 0.022 m, v - 0.5 rn2/s) a 

Roller (/• - 0.05) No Roller 

6rms, T/• T 2 T 2 6rms, 
m/s m/s 

P3 0.14 0.93 0.88 0.25 1.32 0.85 
P4 0.17 1.03 0.90 0.29 1.39 0.90 
P5 0.15 0.95 0.91 0.19 0.75 0.89 
P6 0.17 0.86 0.92 0.29 0.53 0.90 
P7 0.13 1.00 0.91 0.19 0.58 0.88 
P8 0.14 0.86 0.90 0.19 0.63 0.88 

allere, •Srm s is the root mean square error between modeled 
and observed •, rrt and r 2 are the slope and correlation co- 
efficient of least squares fits between modeled and observed 
•. A value of rrt > 1 corresponds to model overprediction 
of the observed •. 

a range of cross-shore averaged t• between 0.1-0.9 m2/s. 
With/% - 0.022 m, bar-crest cf ranges depending on the 
tide from 2.6 x 10 -3 to 5.2 x 10 -3, within the range of 
previously determined surfzone cf [Feddersen et al., 1998; 
Garcez-Faria et al., 1998]. Average cf are 5-15% lower 
in the trough than on the bar crest. With these free model 
parameter values, the cross-shore distribution of 7 is repro- 

duced accurately (Figure 7) with skill r 2 _> 0.88, best-fit 
slopes rrt between 0.86 and 1.03, and 6rms < 0.2 m/s (Ta- 
ble 1, roller run). The predicted 7m•x location is between the 
bar crest at P4 and the shoreward side of the bar at P6 (e.g., 
Figures 6d-6f), with a tidally induced cross-shore variation 
of 10-30 m, similar to the distance between sensors, possi- 
bly explaining why a tidal variation in 7m•x location was not 
observed. The relatively poor Hrms prediction at P5 and P6 
at t m 340 hours (Figure 5) does not result in poor • predic- 
tion (Figure 7). The good agreement between modeled and 
measured • indicates that the use of cross-shore constant and 

time-independent values of •, t,, and ka at Egmond is rea- 
sonable. 

The effect of the roller is shown by running the model 
with the same t, - 0.5 m2/s and ka - 0.022 m but with- 
out the roller (Table 1, no roller run). Neglecting the roller 
causes an immediate transfer of momentum from organized 
wave motion to •, resulting in overprediction of 7 seaward 
of the bar crest (P3-P4; best-fit slope rrt m 1.3-1.4) and un- 
derprediction of 7 on the shoreward side of the bar and in 
the trough (P6-P8; rrt m 0.5-0.6). In comparison with the 
roller run, 6rms are increased 25-80%. The predicted 7m•x 
location is • 10 m seaward of the bar crest, with about a 
10 m tidal variation, less than predicted with rollers. The de- 
graded model performance without rollers is most marked at 
mid and high tide (Figures 6d-6f), when the roller-induced 
onshore shift in 7,•x location and the increase in trough • 
are largest. 

1 /P4 i i i i i i i i i i/ 
o 

/•.,- I I I I __ I • I I I • I/ 1 

o 

> 1 ' ' ' ' 

1 P7 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
0 

1 P8 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I 
0 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Time (hr) 

Figure 7. Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines) • from offshore (P3) to onshore (PS) versus time at 
Egmond. Error statistics are given in Table 1, roller run. 
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Figure 3. (a) Location of the inner bar crest location on the 
main measurement transect (solid circles) and location of the 
bar crest averaged over a 350-m wide alongshore region cen- 
tered on the main transect (squares) and (b) depth above the 
inner bar crest at the main transect (solid circles) and aver- 
aged over a 350-m wide alongshore region (squares) versus 
time at Egmond. The vertical lines are -+- one standard de- 
viation. Time = 0 corresponds to October 15, 1998, 09:00 
MET. 

ure 3) but were most pronounced after t m 500 hours when 
a broad cross-shore channel developed close to the measure- 
ment transect. 

A wide range of conditions were encountered. In 16- 
m depth, Hrms ranged between 0.2 and 3.9 m (Figure 4a), 
significant periods between 3.9 and 10.8 s, and 0 between 
+45 ø (Figure 4b), where positive 0 indicates waves incident 
from the southwest. Syx/p, computed with (5) and E• - 0, 
ranged from -5.3 to 3.7 m3/s 2 (Figure 4c), and wind stress 
estimates r• ø/p, computed from the observed wind speed 
and direction with a standard formulation and a drag coeffi- 
cient of 0.002, varied between -4.4 and 8.6 x 10 -4 m2/s 2 
(Figure 4d). The neap (spring) tidal range was • 1.4 (2.1) m. 
The alongshore surface slope varied semidiurnally owing to 
tides and reached maximum values of +2 x 10 -5 m/m (Fig- 
ure 4e). The observed 7max[ ranged from 0.1 to 1.3 m/s 
(Figure 4f). During the first 500 hours, 7,•ax was located 
near or shoreward of the bar crest (P4-P6), and afterwards 
7m•x was located mainly in the deepest part of the trough 
(P7). A tidal variation in the 7m•x location [Thornton and 
Kim, 1993] was not observed. 

3.2. Model-Data Comparison 

The 1-D wave and current models assume alongshore uni- 
formity in morphology, waves, and currents, so the model- 
data comparison is restricted to the first 500 hours of ob- 
servations. Modeled and observed Hrms agree (Figure 5) 
with skill r 2 > 0.89 at all sensors and show the transition 
from Hrms that are closely related to offshore Hrm• (com- 
pare P1 in Figure 5 with Figure 4a) to depth-limited and 
tidally modulated Hrm• over the inner bar (e.g., P5 and P6). 
Root-mean-square errors •rms for individual sensors vary be- 
tween 0.10 and 0.16 m, with an average of 0.13 m for all 

sensors. Wave heights at the inner bar crest (P5 and P6) are 
overestimated by 0.10-0.15 m, with larger errors at low tide 
than at high tide, and maximum differences of • 0.`1 m near 
t m 3,10 hours (Figure 5). Examples of the observed and 
predicted cross-shore distribution of Hrm• at high, mid, and 
low tide are given in Figures 6a-6c, respectively. 

Good agreement between measured and modeled 7 is ob- 
tained with fl = 0.05, l., = 0.5 m2/s, and ka = 0.022 m. The 
fl - 0.05 is about the midrange of values cited by Walstra 
et al. [ 1996], and •, = 0.5 m2/s is roughly consistent with the 
•, parameterization used by Ozkan-Haller and Kirby [1999] 
with M : 0.5, which for the present conditions yielded 
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Figure 4. (a) Offshore root-mean-square wave height Hrms, 
(b) offshore wave angle 0, (c) offshore incident wave radia- 
tion stress Syx/p, (d) alongshore wind stress •_•o/p, (e) large- 
scale alongshore surface slope d•/d!l, and (f) absolute max- 
imum alongshore velocity 7m•xl versus time at Egmond. 
The 599 shown values in Figure 4f correspond to situations 
with at least four active current meters and 7max I > 0.2 m/s. 

Model (further elaborated) provides good reproduction of mean longshore 
currents in longshore uniform conditions, start to break down in more markedly 
2D conditions 



Growing maturity of ocean modeling (nearshore or otherwise) 

1975:   



Now: Coupled, multiphysics systems: 



 Three dimensional effects   

Figure 7. (top) Instantaneous distribution of depth-averaged (marked by tilde) shear wave vertical
vorticity ~w0

z !
@ ~V 0

y

@x " @ ~V 0
x

@y and (bottom) kinetic energy ~k 0 !
~V 02
x #~V 02

y

2 of (left-hand panels of each part) the quasi-3D
simulation and (right-hand panels of each part) the 2D simulation. The beach is to the right and the flow
is moving upward.

ZHAO ET AL.: 3D EFFECTS IN SHEAR WAVES 26 - 7

Quasi-3D                                  2D 

3D (COAWST) 

Shorecirc – Zhao et al 2003) 



Initialization: 
RMSE = 75 cm 

R2 = 0.93 

Estimate from data 
assimilation: 
RMSE = 44 cm 

R2 = 0.98 

Measured (target), 
Sep. 15, 2010 

→ Wilson et al. 

Bathymetric inversions using data assimilation:  rivers, beaches, inlets 



of Engineers. Once the model is evaluated, the contributions
of different terms affecting wave‐current interaction are
analyzed.
[8] This paper includes six sections following this intro-

duction. Section 2 describes Willapa Bay. Section 3
describes the ROMS‐SWAN modeling system. Section 4
describes the model setup in Willapa Bay. Section 5 shows
the comparison of the fully coupled model results with
measured data. Section 6 is dedicated to analyze the impor-
tance of wave‐current interaction in the inlet and in the inner
part of the estuary. Finally, section 7 briefly summarizes the
major findings of the present study.

2. The Study Zone: Willapa Bay

[9] Willapa Bay (Figure 1), located in Washington State,
is the largest in a series of shallow coastal plain estuaries
that spans the U.S. Pacific Northwest coast from central
Washington to northern California. It is forced by strong
tides (2–3 m range) and has relatively deep and unchanne-
lized intertidal zones [Emmett et al., 2000].
[10] Half of Willapa’s area and volume are intertidal. The

tidal prism of this estuary is approximately 8 ! 108 m3

[Lesser, 2009] and the inlet width is about 8 km [Jarret,
1976]. Willapa Bay encompasses about 260 km2 at mean
high water behind a long barrier spit to the north of the
Columbia River [Sayce, 1976]. The main channel of the bay
is oriented due north and south and is about 40 km long with
a maximum width of about 10 km in midbay above Long
Island. To the north is a short eastward arm at the mouth of
Willapa River. Channel depths in the main channel range
from 9 to 15 m with maximum depths of about 23 to 24 m
below mean low water (MLW). The depths and directions of
these channels indicate that they are primarily related to tidal
action while the contribution of stream runoff is secondary
[Hedgpeth and Obrebski, 1981]. In the inlet area three dif-
ferent channels can usually be identified. The most northern
one is the deepest and is the main channel of the inlet. The
other two channels are located in the middle and south part
of the inlet. A very dynamic and constantly changing shal-
low ebb shoal is located offshore of these channels, with a
mean water depth of approximately 3 m below the MLW.
[11] As explained by Banas and Hickey [2005], the river

input occurs mostly in winter. The characteristic river flows
are about 1000 m3/s during storm winter conditions, 100 m3/s
during spring, and approximately zero during summer. The

Figure 1. Location and configuration of Willapa Bay, Washington.
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during the low tide and therefore less wave energy was able
to propagate inside the inlet to reach stations St2 and St3.
[34] The peak wave directions (see Figure 6) were cor-

rectly predicted at station St1, while at St2 and St3 there was
a bigger discrepancy. Results from both the simulations and
measurements indicated that during the simulation period,
waves were from the west except between days 24 and 25,
when waves were more from the WSW. At station St2 a
higher variability of the peak direction than in site St1 was
observed. The most remarkable feature of the peak wave
direction signal in station St2 is the tidal modulation
observed during nonstorm conditions. During the ebb, waves
were from west while during the flood the direction changed
to NNW. This was correctly reproduced by the model,
although tidally induced variations were less intense in the
model than in the observations.

[35] On 24 October a change in the peak direction
occurred to be more aligned with the local winds, indicating
that locally generated sea became relevant in that station. The
measurements in station St3 showed that the peak direction
was also tidally modulated. During 24 October the tidal
modulation was not as important as during the rest of the
analysis period. The comparison between measured data and
computed results showed that the numerical model is not
able to correctly capture the change of the peak direction
observed in the measurements. Between 22 and 27 October,
winds were mainly from the SSW, alternating with periods
of SSE winds. These winds generated short waves both
outside and inside the estuary. Outside the estuary, low‐
frequency swells propagated toward the coast. In the inlet,
where most of the offshore energy was dissipated, depend-
ing on the wind intensity and on the capacity of penetration

Figure 6. Comparison of the computed and measured peak directions in those stations located at stations
St1, St2, and St3 in the inlet.

Figure 5. Comparison of the computed and measured significant wave heights in those stations located
in the inlet.
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shows the differences induced by tidal currents on the sig-
nificant wave height. The main differences were obtained in
the exterior zone of the main channels. The ebb current jet,
with maximum current speeds of about 2 m/s, refracted the
waves, concentrating the wave rays and therefore focusing
wave energy. Shoaling acted in a similar way to refraction,
generating an increase of the wave energy and a decrease
during the flood. In this zone of the inlet, the wave height
increased approximately 25% during the ebb because of
current‐induced refraction and shoaling. However, this was
not the only area in which currents created an appreciable
change. All over the exterior edge of the ebb shoal current’s
effects were important. During the flood the significant
wave height decreased in the exterior part of the ebb shoal.
However, flood currents transported the offshore wave
energy farther upstream, generating an increase of the swell
wave energy in the inner part of the inlet.
[63] It is noteworthy that inside the estuary, along the

main channel, during the flood the wave height increased
because of the presence of flood currents. In this area the
wave height associated with locally generated sea was small,
approximately 0.5 m, and increased by about 25%. Inside
the estuary, opposing currents had two different effects on
sea waves. The first affected the wave generation process.
Wind opposing currents increased the relative wind shear
stress acting over the ocean surface, so the momentum
transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean became more
efficient. Opposing currents also affected the wind wave
propagation inside the estuary through the current‐induced

refraction and shoaling, concentrating the wave energy in
the main channel.
[64] Current‐induced refraction can be analyzed by the

difference in the peak wave direction considering and with-
out considering the effect of the currents (Figure 17). Current
and water depth spatial gradients generate changes in the
wave direction. These produce convergence or divergence of
the wave rays, focusing or defocusing the wave energy.
During the ebb as well as during the flood, because of the
intense currents in the inlet area, wave directions changed by
about 20°. However, the differences created by the currents
were appreciable all over the estuary and not just in the inlet
area. The maximum differences were obtained in the main
channels.
[65] The comparison of the absolute mean bottom period

showed that opposing currents generated a reduction of
approximately 1–2 s, not only in the inlet but also in the
middle part of the estuary (Figure 18). In this comparison
we selected the absolute mean bottom period rather than the
absolute peak period because it is the one that governs the
wave boundary layer behavior and therefore wave‐induced
sediment transport. This parameter (Tmbot) is defined as the
ratio of the bottom excursion amplitude to the bottom orbital
velocity.
[66] From the morphological point of view, the changes in

this parameter are more interesting than the changes in the
absolute peak period. The mean bottom absolute period in
the inlet zone and in the down part of the estuary also
changed in response to tidal currents. During the ebb the

Figure 16. Significant wave heights on 24 October during maximum (a) ebb and (b) flood.
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Models adaptable to complex environments, generally reproduce measured results  

Olabarrieta et al (2011), Wilapa Bay 



Improving capabilities in sediment transport and morphology applications 

which the sheet flow transport limiter is applied (!sf) has no
previously defined default value, but should correspond with the
start of sheet flow. In this simulation !sf is set to 1.0. This value is
varied in the sensitivity analysis. A morphological acceleration factor
of 10 is introduced to decrease calculation time. The effect of this
factor is also discussed in the Sensitivity analysis. Grid spacing in the
longshore direction is set at 20 m. In the cross shore direction the grid
spacing varies from 2 m across the barrier island to 29 m on the
offshore boundary.

5. Model results

The base simulation can be divided into three stages based on the
hydrodynamic forcing andmorphological change. These three stages
of morphological change correspond well with the collision, runup
and inundation regimes of the Storm Impact Scale developed by
Sallenger (2000). In the first 6 h of the simulation the barrier island
is in the collision regime. The surge level and wave heights are low
and the combined surge and wave runup does not exceed the height

of the foredunes, see Fig. 9 (upper left panel). Therefore the
morphological response is limited primarily to erosion of the
foredunes and deposition in the nearshore area (Fig. 10, second
panel). The second stage, or runup regime, runs from approximately
the sixth to the twelfth hour. During this time the surge level and
wave height increase, leading to runup overwash (Fig. 9, upper right
panel). Further erosion of the foredunes takes place, as well as small
amounts of erosion and deposition on the back barrier (Fig. 10, third
panel). From the twelfth hour onwards the combined surge level and
wave setup exceeds the height of the foredunes, which are already
reduced in height by the preceding phases of the storm, leading to
inundation overwash (Fig. 9, bottom left panel). The maximum
hourly-mean velocities across the barrier island are supercritical.
Shields values on the back barrier during this period are in the order
of 9. Large amounts of sediment are transported from the foredunes
to the back barrier and back barrier bay. Two distinct washover fans,
see Fig. 10 (fourth panel), are created in the back barrier bay. A large
area of the barrier island remains inundated until the final hours of
the simulation.

Fig. 3. Aerial photo of the model location in July 2001(top panel) and 19 September 2004, three days after Hurricane Ivan (bottom panel).
Image courtesy of USGS.
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the base incident wave height is small at the start of the storm and
thus the variations in wave height are not significant at this stage.
Shorter wave periods lead to less erosion of the foredunes and more
erosion of the nearshore (shore steepening relative to the base case)
and longer wave periods lead to more erosion of the foredunes and
less erosion of the nearshore (shore flattening). The start of
development on the back barrier, which can be seen as the start of
overwash, is determined strongly by the incident wave height and
wave period. Development on the back barrier starts as deposition,
but changes later to erosion. The periods during which erosion and
deposition on the back barrier take place are dependent on the
incident wave conditions, with larger wave heights and longer wave
periods leading to an earlier switch from deposition to erosion. The
development over time of the back barrier and back barrier bay in the
wave height sensitivity case variations is almost identical to the
development in the wave period sensitivity cases. Both the incident
wave height and wave period are positively correlated to the amount
of deposition in the back barrier bay and erosion of the back barrier. If
the incident wave height or wave period is increased, the washover
fans extend approximately 50 m farther into the bay than in the base
case. A decrease in wave height and period lets the washover fans
extend approximately 50 m less into the bay than in the base case.

6.2. Surge forcing sensitivity

The second series of hydraulic sensitivity cases consists of varying
surge forcing while maintaining the base case wave forcing. The
overall surge level and the surge level gradient across the barrier
island are examined in separate cases. The overall surge level

Fig. 10. Initial bed profile around the barrier island (first panel). Simulated erosion and
depositionpatterns after 6 h (second panel), after 12 h (third panel) and after 36 h (fourth
panel). Measured regions of erosion and deposition (fifth panel). Contour lines refer to the
pre-storm!2 m, 0 m and +2m+MSL bed elevation.

Fig. 11. Initial (dotted), measured post-storm (dashed) and modeled post-storm (solid) cross shore profiles for an area with low foredunes and a high back barrier dune (top panel,
located at 500 m longshore distance), an area with low foredunes (center panel, located at 1000 m longshore distance) and an area with high foredunes (bottom panel, located at
1800 m longshore distance).

Table 1
Skill and bias of the simulated post-storm barrier island elevation compared to the skill
and bias of a zero bed level change prediction.

Skill Bias (m)

XBeach 0.74 !0.13
No change 0 +0.09
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determines to a great extent the storm response regime of the barrier
island (Sallenger, 2000) and contributes to the amount of short wave
energy available to erode the foreshore. The surge level gradient is
known to influence the velocities on the back barrier during overwash
(e.g. Donnelly et al., 2006; Suter et al., 1982). The influence of the
overall surge level is investigated by increasing and decreasing the
offshore and bay side surge levels simultaneously. The effect of the
surge gradient across the barrier island is examined by increasing and
decreasing the bay side surge only (constant direction of gradient)
and by varying the phase shift between the offshore and bay side
surge (varying direction of gradient). The values by which the
sensitivity cases are varied relative to the base case are given in
Table 3. The skill and bias of each sensitivity study is shown in the
same table.

The development of the four morphological zones over time for all
six surge variation cases are shown in Fig. 14. The figure shows that
the foreshore and foredune development is only affected by variations
in the overall surge level. This is to be expected as the other surge
variations only affect the surge level in the back barrier bay. The
overall surge level variation leads to differences in the development of
the foreshore that are in the same order as differences caused by wave
height and wave period variations. The change in foredune develop-
ment due to surge level variations is smaller than that caused by
incident wave variations. The start of overwash is affected little by the
surge level variations. Once overwash has started however, a higher
overall surge level leads to more deposition on the back barrier. The

development of the back barrier and back barrier bay are strongly
affected by surge level variations, particularly the back barrier bay
surge level. A positive onshore surge level gradient (higher bay side
surge) leads to more sediment deposition on the back barrier and less
deposition in the back barrier bay, probably because of lower
velocities on the back barrier. The results of the 2- and 4-hour surge
delay cases show more deposition on the back barrier and less in the
back barrier bay than the base case. This suggests that the positive
surge level gradient in the second half of the simulation is more
morphologically important than the negative surge level gradient in
the first half of the simulation. The increase in model skill with higher
bay surge levels and bay surge level delays indicate that the
assumption of identical offshore and bay surge levels may not be

Fig. 12. Modeled bed level change versus measured bed level change for all points covered by pre- and post-storm measurement data. The thick solid line indicates a perfect 1:1
relation. The thin dashed lines indicate one standard deviation of the measured bed level change from the 1:1 relation. The color scale indicates the density of points in the plot.

Table 2
Wave forcing sensitivity cases.

Wave sensitivity cases

Name Change relative to base case Skill Bias (m)

Base – 0.74 !0.13
Higher wave height Wave height +30% 0.68 !0.19
Lower wave height Wave height !30% 0.73 !0.06
Higher wave period Wave period +30% 0.66 !0.20
Lower wave period Wave period !30% 0.69 !0.04
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Limitations of wave-averaged formulations? 
(in either the forcing or the dynamics of the wave-averaged flow field) 

(1) Underprediction of complexity in wave driven flow fields 
•  Lack of complexity in structure of the wave-averaged forcing 

(groupiness, spatial structure.) 
•  Additional input from the instantaneous wave structure 

 

was chosen so that the maximum value of the modeled
(with shear wave mixing, Vsw) mean alongshore current
matched the maximum of the observed (Vobs) current.
The cross-shore structure of Vobs(x) usually is reproduced

by the model (compare the thick curves with the filled
circles in Figure 2). The cd values (!10"3) are similar
to those estimated from alongshore momentum balances
using many 24-hour-long observations of mean currents
obtained between August and November [Feddersen
and Guza, 2003]. The difference between V modeled with
(Vsw) and without (Vnsw) shear wave fluctuations is sig-
nificant (compare thick with thin curves in Figure 2),
except on 28 August when V is relatively weak. (The
alongshore current Vnsw is the solution to the temporally
steady model equations that are obtained when shear wave
fluctuations are set equal to zero.) The numerical accuracy
of the model is confirmed by close agreement between
simulations (with linear friction and no roller) and analytic
solutions for finite amplitude, weakly nonlinear shear
waves [Feddersen, 1998]. Results for alongshore domain
lengths Ly of 1000, 1500, and (for one case) 1600 m
differed in detail, but were qualitatively similar (e.g.,
energy was similarly concentrated in k-f space). Results
are shown for Ly = 1000 m.

Figure 3. (left) Modeled and (right) observed wave
number–frequency spectra of cross-shore velocity Eu(k, f )
at arrays (top to bottom) 1, 2, 3, and 4 for 1 November. The
logarithmic gray scale for energy density is shown at the
figure bottom. Spectra are shown only for k with
propagation in the V direction and magnitude greater than
the theoretical limit for gravity waves given by the mode 0
edge wave dispersion curve (a small offset of 0.0015 m"1 is
added to reduce edge wave leakage into the shear wave
estimates). The local mean alongshore current V (solid line)
and estimated shear wave phase speed Cu (dashed line) are
given in the legends. The linear stability predicted shear
wave phase speed Clin = 78 cm/s. Figure 4. (left) Modeled and (right) observed wave

number–frequency spectra of cross-shore velocity Eu(k, f )
at arrays (top to bottom) 1, 2, and 3 for 28 August. The
format is the same as Figure 3. A ridge was not present in
the modeled or observed E(k, f) at array 3, so Cu is not
estimated. Clin = 34 cm/s.
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Figure 10. Frequency spectra of (a) longshore and (b) cross-shore velocities for data (thick solid 
lines) on October 18, c i - 0.003 and M - 0 (thin solid lines), M - 0.25 (dashed lines), M - 0.5 
(dash-dotted lines) 

current profiles in order to asses the roles of momentum 
mixing due to the instabilities as well as the eddy vis- 
cosity term. We examine the mean momentum balance 
in the longshore direction for the three cases involving 
M=0, 0.25, and 0.5 for October 18 utilizing Figure 14. 
The incident wave forcing term is the same for all three 
cases. The contribution of the bottom friction is very 
similar for all three cases, confirming that the resulting 
mean longshore current profile for all the cases should 
also be similar. Differences in the mixing caused by the 
instabilities are pronounced, especially offshore of the 
bar trough. The eddy viscosity mixing term (•-•) makes 

no contribution for M = 0. Its contribution increases 
as M increases. The term is especially active around 
the shoreline jet, where the shear instabilities do not 
induce mixing, and around the longshore current peak. 
The mixing caused by the instabilities is assessed by the 
size of the term (u(Ov/Ox)). This term is much larger 

-- 

than mixing induced due to the (•-•) term. However, 
the contribution due to the shear instabilities decreases 

as the contribution of the (•-•) term increases. 
The contribution of the eddy viscosity term (•-•) in 

the absence of shear instabilities can be assessed by 
confining the longshore length scale of the domain to 
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Figure 11. Time- and longshore-averaged (a) longshore currents (5) and (b) perturbation kinetic 
energy density (1/2)(u •2 + v •2) for ci - 0.003 and M - 0 (solid lines), M - 0.25 (dashed lines), 
M - 0.5 (dash-dotted lines) on October 18. Mean velocities from sled data (open circles) are 
also shown in Figure 11a. 

Rapid roll-off of spectral density in low frequency current motions: 
 
Simulation of Superduck experiment (Ozkan-Haller and Kirby, 1999) … 

… and Sandyduck (Noyes et al, 2005) 



Where is the added complexity coming from? 
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Figure 7. Grande Beach on the east coast of Santa Catarina Island, Brazil, 20 January 1996. A number of plumes of sediment are visible
indicated an episodic nature for offshore sediment transport. [Photograph: D.H. Peregrine.]

Figure 8. A sketch of a bore of finite length with a material circuit cutting it.

not been quantified, and the theories have not been tested
with ocean observations.

2. Methods

[6] The vorticity generated by short-crested breaking
waves was measured in an ocean surfzone using a novel
circular array of current meters. Time-dependent Boussinesq
simulations of surfzone waves and currents [Feddersen et al.,
2011; Clark et al., 2011] indicate that a circular-shaped array
of current meters reduces wave noise relative to that from
a rectangular array. An array with 10 acoustic Doppler
current meters (sample volumes 0.8 m above the seafloor)
arranged in a 10-m diameter circle was deployed on an
ocean beach in Duck, NC. The 10-m diameter was large
enough to capture many individual crest ends, but not so
large as to encompass multiple ends at one time. The array
was deployed for 12 hours in 1.6-m mean water depth on
the crest of an alongshore sandbar, and was always within
the surfzone. The bathymetry was alongshore uniform
over several hundred meters around the array, and the
alongshore locations of wave breaking were not bathy-
metrically controlled. Waves were normally incident and
directionally spread, and the wave conditions seaward of
the surfzone were nearly constant. At the array the sig-
nificant wave height Hsig varied with the tidally fluctuating
water depth (Figure 3c), the directional spread [Kuik et al.,
1988] varied inversely with depth from 16! to 22! (pos-
sibly by wave current interaction [Henderson et al., 2006]),
the mean period was 8 s, and the hourly mean alongshore
currents were weak (<0.08 m/s).
[7] Video observations were used to identify times when

short-crested breaking occurred within or near the array. The
crest end is defined at the location where the forward pro-
jecting edge of the wave first intersects the wave trough
(plunging wave, where dissipation begins), or where the
turbulent water on the front face of the wave first reaches its

maximum extent in front of the wave (spilling wave, where
dissipation appears to develop fully). A short-crested
breaking event occurs at time t0 when the crest bisects the
array, and the only crests considered are those with a single
well-developed breaking region within 20 m alongshore of
the array.
[8] The mean (in space) vertical vorticity !w within the

array is estimated using Kelvin’s circulation theorem !w "
A#1∮u $ dl , where A is the area inside the array, u is the
horizontal velocity vector estimated from the current meters,
and l is the closed path around the perimeter of the array.
The vorticity generated by a short-crested wave D!w "
!w t0 %Dt& ' # !w t0& ' , is the change in vorticity between the
observation at time t0 (when the crest bisects the array) and
the observation at Dt later. The observations are grouped by
the along-crest position yc of the array center relative to the
crest end (Figure 2c), with yc > 0 in the breaking region and
yc < 0 in the non-breaking region of the crest.
[9] Two equations for the D!w generated by a single crest

end crossing a rectangular region of the surfzone are derived
from theory (Appendix A), and are similar to the equations
for wave-averaged vorticity generation [Bonneton et al.,
2010]. The equations assume wave height and mean depth
vary slowly over the cross-shore extent of the region, the
along-crest transition from non-breaking to fully developed
breaking occurs within the region, and that left- and right-
handed wave ends produce positive and negative vorticity,
respectively. A rectangular region simplifies the equations,

Figure 1. Photograph of breaking waves (propagating
toward the shore from lower-right to upper-left) showing
the triangular patches of residual white foam marking the
location where breaking occurred. As the waves break, they
transfer momentum to the water column and generate vortic-
ity. The initially small breaking region on the lower right
expands as the wave moves toward shore on the upper left.
This pattern is typical in the surfzone, with the shape of
the triangle varying with wave conditions.

Figure 2. Schematic (looking down from above) of nega-
tive and positive vorticity generated by (a) left- and (b)
right-handed ends of breaking waves. Solid black arrows
indicate the instantaneous forcing (owing to breaking) on
the water column in the direction of wave propagation, and
the curved arrows indicate the direction of fluid rotation
for the resulting positive (red) and negative (blue) vorticity.
(c) Schematic of the vorticity array (black circle) position
yc relative to the crest-end with yellow arrows indicating
the direction of wave propagation (left-handed example).
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Dependence on crest geometry for forcing automatically favors wave-resolving 
models  
 

Fig. 4. Series of snapshots of a instantaneous velocity and vorticity. The lines of adjacent positive and negative vorticity are caused by breaking wave crests, as
indicated by the line in frame t=3996 s. The circle in the frame for t=3998 s highlights shedding of negative vorticity from the end of the wave crest.

Fig. 5. Wave and depth-averaged current for run 5 at t=4160 s for the centre of the longshore extent of the domain. A rip current (A.) and discrete vortices (B.) can be
seen, clearly associated with regions of strong vorticity.
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equations to be unstable to a idealised shore perpendicular wave
field if there is feedback due to refraction of the incoming wave
field. However, the results of run 17, effectively a slightly
perturbed plane wave field with a spread of frequencies, show
the opposite (refraction is implicitly included in the Boussinesq
equations). The results here indicate that a certain amount of
directional spreading, and the associated spatial gradients in
forcing of the wave-averaged current, is required to provide
sufficient vorticity to initiate the rip generation process. An
interesting extension of the present work would be to test a full
range of directional spreading at smaller increments, to find
more exactly the minimum spreading required to initiate
transient rips, and to get a more complete picture of how
intensity and frequency of transient rips varies as the directional
spreading varies.

To summarise the rip generation mechanism, a proposed
conceptual model is shown in Fig. 16. The key feature is the
formation of a vortex pair which propagates offshore. The
generation of the regions of opposite signed vorticity is due both
to direct input of vorticity from the incident wave field and
advection of existing vorticity. A positive feedback means that
new vorticity tends to be injected in the inner surfzone so as to
enhance the existing vorticity distribution; this appears to lead
to persistence and repeated development of rip currents at the
same location.

7. Effect of bottom friction and subgrid mixing

A detailed investigation of the effect of the bottom friction
and lateral mixing was not carried out. However for
completeness, the bottom friction and lateral mixing parameters
were varied by an order of magnitude in runs 13–16 to
qualitatively understand how important these variations might
be on the wave-averaged flow. The flow fields for run 5 and 13–
16 after 10,000 time-steps is shown in Fig. 17. These runs are all
with the same slope of 0.03 and spectra (peak period of 10 s and
a spreading parameter of 100) to show the effect of varying the
bottom friction coefficient and subgrid mixing coefficient.

The effect of increasing both parameters is to reduce both the
magnitudes and gradients of the discrete rotational flow
features. An order of magnitude increase of the bottom friction
coefficient appears to be more significant than an equivalent
increase of mixing coefficient, as seen in Fig. 17 subplots b and
d. The effect of reduced bottom friction (subplot c) is interesting
as it appears to somewhat alter the flow pattern and vorticity
patches are less well defined. Decreasing the subgrid mixing
parameter appears to have the least effect of all the variations,
with the same flow pattern seen (subplot e).

It is important to note that the lateral mixing caused by the
shear dispersion mechanism of Svendsen and Putrevu (1994) is
not included in the Boussinesq model. Sensitivity of modelled
rip currents to bottom friction and lateral mixing (including
shear dispersion mixing effect) was tested by Haas et al. (2003).
These comparisons were for wave-averaged model simulations
of tank scale rip currents and found that both increased bottom
friction and lateral mixing tend to stabilise the rip currents and
decrease peak current speeds. In numerical wave-averaged
experiments of rip currents formed over an idealised bar/trough
topography, Yu and Slinn (2003) found bottom friction less
important and that wave-current interaction was dominant in
determining the flow patterns.

The differences in flow patterns, albeit for order of
magnitude differences in values, highlight the importance of
using the correct parameters for any accurate simulations of real
situations. The results generated with the parameters used for
the main simulations may not be entirely accurate for the precise
prediction of velocities. However, the fact that the general shape
and features of the flow field remains unaltered suggests that
fundamental mechanisms discussed in Section 6 are unaltered
by varying parameters. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to
assume that the quantitative comparison in Section 5 should
remain valid in a relative sense.

Fig. 16. Conceptual model of transient rip generation.
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Wave-resolving Boussinesq models for surfzone eddies

Model reproduces observed surfzone 
tracer diffusivity



Resolution of swash mechanics at individual wave scales 

Tsunami = mega-swash? 



Limitations of wave-averaged formulations? 
 
(in either the forcing or the dynamics of the wave-averaged flow field) 

(2) Limitations of hydrostatic approximations 



Modeling Issues?  Resolution in space. 
 
(1) Adjust model resolution to emphasize areas with rapid variations 
(Automatic Mesh Refinement – AMR)  
 

Modeling work by David George, using GeoClaw

Coarse: 400m cell side, Level 2: 50m, Level 3: 12m, Level 4: 3m

GeoClaw AMR Examples www.clawpack.org/geoclaw

Malpasset survey locations

GeoClaw AMR Examples www.clawpack.org/geoclaw

Modeling work by David George, using GeoClaw

Coarse: 400m cell side, Level 2: 50m, Level 3: 12m, Level 4: 3m

GeoClaw AMR Examples www.clawpack.org/geoclaw

Malpasset Dam Failure

Catastrophic failure in 1959

GeoClaw AMR Examples www.clawpack.org/geoclaw

Malpasset survey locations

GeoClaw AMR Examples www.clawpack.org/geoclaw

Thanks to Randy LeVeque, UW 



Modeling Issues?  Resolution in space. 
 
(2) Resolve subgrid features at high resolution, somewhat reduced physics.  

Subgrid modeling 



Modeling Issues?  Resolution in time 
 
Morphology acceleration and strategies for achieving it 

parallel online methods, which both can use parallel processing
to cope with a detailed input climate.

10. Example: development of a tidal inlet

To test and illustrate this new parallel online method and to
compare it with previous methods we consider the case of an
initially very schematised tidal inlet, which is subject to a
uniform, harmonic water level variation along the offshore
(northern) boundary with a period of 12 h and a water level
amplitude of 1 m. The tidal basin is rectangular with an area of
15!10 km and a uniform initial depth of 2 m; the entrance has
a width of 2 km, and the seabed has a uniform slope from "2
to "10 m over a distance of 5 km (see Fig. 5). The model has a

uniform grid size of 100!100 m. The Delft3D Online
Morphology model was applied, with the extension allowing
it to execute multiple runs in parallel, sharing the same
bathymetry. The standard formulations according to Van Rijn
(see Lesser et al., 2004) were applied; the sediment size is
0.200 mm.

To allow comparison with the tide-averaging approach
while avoiding differences due to small changes in transport
formulations or numerical scheme, the tide-averaging method
was implemented off-line, using exactly the same model
version to compute tide-averaged bed level changes. For the
tide-averaging approach, an automatic timestep was chosen
based on the minimum in the area of the stability criterion for
this method.

Fig. 6. Bathymetry after 55 tides, using tide-averaging approach.

Fig. 7. Bathymetry after 55 tides, using online approach, morphological factor n =1.

J.A. Roelvink / Coastal Engineering 53 (2006) 277–287284

The combination of a large, shallow basin and fine
sediment makes this case a very dynamic one, which is
apparent from the automatic time-step for the tide-averaging
approach: initially, this is in the order of one hour. Obviously,
this makes that method very inefficient for this case. In Fig.
6, the resulting bathymetry is shown after a morphological
time of 55 tides, for which the tide-averaged transport had to
be recomputed 240 times, with an average morphological
time-step of 165 min. Over this period we see the
development of a pronounced ebb and flood shoal, both with
steep fronts, with two main channels in the gorge. On the
flood shoal, there is the beginning of formation of smaller-
scale channels.

Fig. 7 shows the result of a simulation with the online
method, with a morphological factor n=1. This should be

closest to reality, since the bed is updated at the true rate, after
each flow and transport time step. The morphological time step
is the same as the flow time step, 2 min, and to reach the same
55 tides the tidal simulation is repeated 55 times. Although the
patterns between Figs. 6 and 7 are quite similar, the result of
the online method is much smoother, and the development of
small-scale channels has not yet started. This is an indication
that the development of a channel pattern is sensitive to
numerical inaccuracies, which are larger in the case of the tide-
averaging method.

In order to reach longer time-scales, we have to try and
increase the morphological factor. In Fig. 8, we see the result
over the same period using a factor n =11. The patterns are
almost identical, indicating that the error introduced by
increasing the morphological factor is very limited.

Fig. 8. Bathymetry after 55 tides, using online approach, morphological factor n =11.

Fig. 9. Bathymetry after 200 days of morphological simulation, applying a single simulation and a morphological factor n =10.
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Example: Morphology of a tidal basin in response to external overtide dominance 



Modeling Issues?  Resolution of physics and other model elements 
 
Problem: Explosion of complexity in extensions to Boussinesq models to cover a 
wider range of depths, physics 

Example: O(kh^4) model of Gobbi and Kirby (1999) 

( )M.F. Gobbi, J.T. KirbyrCoastal Engineering 37 1999 57–9660

depth h . h is the water surface displacement scaled by a representative amplitude a .0 0
2 ! .2Two dimensionless parameters are apparent: dsa rh and m s k h . Time t is0 0 0 0

! ! .1r2 .y1 ! .1r2scaled by k gh , and f, the velocity potential, is scaled by dh gh . g is0 0 0 0
the acceleration due to the gravitational field, and = is the two-dimensional horizontal
! .x,y gradient operator.

! . ! . ! .Integrating Eq. 3 over the water column and using Eqs. 4 and 6 , we obtain a
mass conservation equation

dh
h q=PMs0, Ms =fd z . 7! .Ht

yh

! .We now proceed to derive model equations for waves over an arbitrary bottom h x,y ,
! . ! 2 .and assuming dsO 1 and O m <1. We assume an Nth degree polynomial

approximation for f in the z coordinate
N

nfs z f x , y ,t , 8! . ! ." n
ns0

where
zs hqz , 9! . ! .

and f are functions of the horizontal spatial coordinates and time. By taking the limitn
! .of Eq. 8 as z™0, it is clear that f is the velocity potential at the bottom zs0.0

! . ! .Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 4 , we obtain an expression for f in terms of f1 0

f sym2G= hP=f , 10! .1 0

! 2 < < 2 .y1where G' 1qm = h . Since we are seeking an asymptotic approximation for f
in terms of the small parameter m2, it would be consistent if we expanded G in a
binomial expansion around m2s0. However, we choose not to do this in order to
maintain the positive definiteness of this quantity as the bottom slope becomes steep.

! . ! .Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 3 , and equating coefficients of like powers of z to zero,
we obtain the following recursion formula

22 2nq2 nq1 f qm nq2 nq1 = h f q nq1 = hf! . ! . ! . ! . ! .nq2 nq2 nq1

2q2 nq1 = hP=f q= f s0. 11! . ! .nq1 n

! . ! .We now use Eqs. 10 and 11 to obtain the f in terms of f . The series is truncatedn 0
at ns4, yielding

1
2 2 2fsf ym G= hP=f zq G= f z0 0 0# /2
1

4 2 2 2qm G = h= hP=f qG= hP= G= hP=f z! .0 0$ 2
1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 3q G = h= f q G= hP= G= f q G= G= hP=f z! .! .0 0 06 3 6
1

2 2 4q G= G= f z . 12! .! .0 524

( )M.F. Gobbi, J.T. KirbyrCoastal Engineering 37 1999 57–9662

˜! .Inverting Eq. 17 gives a formula for f in terms of f which is substituted into Eq.0
˜! .12 , leading to an approximation to the full velocity potential in terms of f

2 2 2 4˜ ˜ ˜ ˜fsfqm Ahyz F f q Bh yz F f qm Ahyz F f! . ! .! .! . ! . ! .1 2 3

2 2 3 3 4 4˜ ˜ ˜q Bh yz F f q Ch yz F f q Dh yz F f , 22! .! . ! . ! .! . ! . ! .4 5 6

where

˜ ˜F f 'G= hP=f , 23! .! .1

1
2˜ ˜F f ' G= f , 24! .! .2 2

1
2 2˜ ˜ ˜F f '= hP= Ah= hP=f q = hP= Bh = f , 25! .! . ! . ! .3 2

1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2˜ ˜ ˜ ˜F f ' = Ah= hP=f q = Bh= f y = h= hP=f! . ! . ! .4 2 4 2

˜y= hP= = hP=f , 26! .! .
1 1 1

2 2 2 2˜ ˜ ˜ ˜F f 'y = h= fy = hP= = f y = = hP=f , 27! .! . ! . ! .5 6 3 6
1

2 2˜ ˜F f 'y = = f , 28! .! . ! .6 24

! . ! . ! 6.By substituting Eq. 22 into Eq. 7 and neglecting terms of O m and higher, we
obtain the approximate mass flux

H
2˜ ˜ ˜MsH=fqm H Ay1 F f q2 Bhy F f = h! . ! . ! .1 2" /# 2

H H 2
2˜ ˜q Ahy = F f q Bh y = F f! . ! .1 2" / 5" /2 3

2H H
4 2˜ ˜ ˜qm H Ay1 F f q2 Bhy F f q3 Ch y F f! . ! . ! . ! .3 4 5" /# " /2 3

3H H
3 ˜ ˜q4 Dh y F f = hq Ahy = F f! . ! .6 3" /" /4 2

H 2 H 3 H 4
2 3 4˜ ˜ ˜q Bh y = F f q Ch y = F f q Dh y = F f! . ! . ! .4 5 6 5" / " / " /3 4 5

29! .
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! . ! .We then substitute Eq. 32 into the expression 29 for M, and into the gradient of the
! .Bernoulli Eq. 30 . The resulting set of evolution equations are the approximate

! .conservation laws using the velocity-type variable u, and is given by Eq. 7 with˜
2H H

2 2MsH uqm Ahy 2= hF q= F q Bh y = F! .˜ 22 21 22" /# " /2 3

H
4qm Ahy 2= hF q= F q2= hF q= F! .42 41 44 43" /2

H 2
2q Bh y = F q3= hF q= F! .42 45 44" /3

3 4H H
3 4q Ch y 4= hF q= F q Dh y = F , 41! . ! .46 45 46 5" / " /4 5

for mass conservation, and
d 2< <U sy=hy = u qG h ,u qG h ,u , 42! . ! .! .! .˜ ˜ ˜t 1 t 22

for momentum conservation. U, G , and G are given by1 2
2 2U'uqm Ay1 h 2= hF q= F q By1 h = F! . ! . ! .˜ 22 21 22

4qm Ay1 h 2= hF q= F q2= hF q= F! . ! .42 41 44 43

q By1 h2 = F q3= hF q= F q Cy1 h3 4= hF q= F! . ! . ! . ! .42 45 44 46 45

4q Dy1 h = F , 43! . ! .46

2 2 2 4G 'm = dhF q 2hdhqd h F qm = dh F qF! .! .1 21 t 22 t 41 t 43 t

q 2hdhqd 2h 2 F qF q 3h2dhq3hd 2h 2qd 3h 3 F! .! . ! .42 t 44 t 45 t

3 2 2 2 3 3 4 4q 4h dhq6h d h q4hd h qd h F , 44! .! . 45 t

2 2 2G 'ym d= uP AhyH = F q2= hF q Bh yH = F! . ! . ! .˜2 21 22 22#
1 2 4q F q2HF ym d= uP AhyH = F q2= hF q= F! . ! . !˜21 22 41 42 435 #2

q2= hF q Bh2yH 2 = F q= F q3= hF. ! . ! .44 42 44 45

3 3 4 4q Ch yH = F q4= hF q Dh yH = F! . ! . ! .45 46 46

1 22 2q AhyH = F q2= hF q Bh yH = F! . ! . ! .21 22 422
1

2 3q F q2HF F q2HF qF q2HF q3H F q4H F .! . ! .21 22 41 42 43 44 45 46 52
45! .
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! . ! .We then substitute Eq. 32 into the expression 29 for M, and into the gradient of the
! .Bernoulli Eq. 30 . The resulting set of evolution equations are the approximate

! .conservation laws using the velocity-type variable u, and is given by Eq. 7 with˜
2H H

2 2MsH uqm Ahy 2= hF q= F q Bh y = F! .˜ 22 21 22" /# " /2 3

H
4qm Ahy 2= hF q= F q2= hF q= F! .42 41 44 43" /2

H 2
2q Bh y = F q3= hF q= F! .42 45 44" /3

3 4H H
3 4q Ch y 4= hF q= F q Dh y = F , 41! . ! .46 45 46 5" / " /4 5

for mass conservation, and
d 2< <U sy=hy = u qG h ,u qG h ,u , 42! . ! .! .! .˜ ˜ ˜t 1 t 22

for momentum conservation. U, G , and G are given by1 2
2 2U'uqm Ay1 h 2= hF q= F q By1 h = F! . ! . ! .˜ 22 21 22

4qm Ay1 h 2= hF q= F q2= hF q= F! . ! .42 41 44 43

q By1 h2 = F q3= hF q= F q Cy1 h3 4= hF q= F! . ! . ! . ! .42 45 44 46 45

4q Dy1 h = F , 43! . ! .46

2 2 2 4G 'm = dhF q 2hdhqd h F qm = dh F qF! .! .1 21 t 22 t 41 t 43 t

q 2hdhqd 2h 2 F qF q 3h2dhq3hd 2h 2qd 3h 3 F! .! . ! .42 t 44 t 45 t

3 2 2 2 3 3 4 4q 4h dhq6h d h q4hd h qd h F , 44! .! . 45 t

2 2 2G 'ym d= uP AhyH = F q2= hF q Bh yH = F! . ! . ! .˜2 21 22 22#
1 2 4q F q2HF ym d= uP AhyH = F q2= hF q= F! . ! . !˜21 22 41 42 435 #2

q2= hF q Bh2yH 2 = F q= F q3= hF. ! . ! .44 42 44 45

3 3 4 4q Ch yH = F q4= hF q Dh yH = F! . ! . ! .45 46 46

1 22 2q AhyH = F q2= hF q Bh yH = F! . ! . ! .21 22 422
1

2 3q F q2HF F q2HF qF q2HF q3H F q4H F .! . ! .21 22 41 42 43 44 45 46 52
45! .



These extensions can be carried out to as high an order as desired, but, clearly, 
programming and basic understanding of the model can become an issue. 
 
Alternate: 3D Nonhydrostatic models (SWASH, NHWAVE) 

4.4. Wave transformation over an elliptical shoal on a sloped bottom

This example is to test the model’s capability of simulating
wave refraction and diffraction over a 3D uneven bottom. The cor-
responding experiment was conducted by Berkhoff et al. (1982).
The model setup and bottom geometry is shown in Fig. 8. An ellip-
tical shoal is located on a plane beach with a slope of 1/50. Let
(x0,y0) be the slope-oriented coordinates, which are related to
(x,y) coordinate system by means of rotation over !20!. The still
water depth without shoal is given by

h " 0:45 x0 < !5:84
h " max#0:07;0:45! 0:02#5:84$ x0%% x0 P !5:84

#49%

Since the minimum water depth is 0.07 m, the wave is non-break-
ing. The boundary of the shoal is given by

x0

3

! "2

$ y0

4

! "2

" 1 #50%

where the thickness of the shoal is

d " !0:3$ 0:5

###############################################

1! x0

3:75

! "2

! y0

5

! "2
s

#51%

Regular wave with wave period of 1.0 s and wave height of 4.64 cm
are incident at the left boundary x = !12 m. At the right end, waves
are completely absorbed by a sponge layer with L = 5 m. Two walls
are located at y = !10 m and 10 m, where free-slip boundary condi-
tions are imposed.

To well simulate wave refraction and diffraction, a fine grid
with Dx = 0.025 m and Dy = 0.05 m is used. Five vertical layers
are used in the vertical direction. The time step is adjusted during
the simulation, with courant number 0.5. The simulation period is
30 s. The final five waves are employed to estimate wave height. To
quantitatively assess the model results, we calculate normalized

root mean square error rms " 1
Xobs

###########################################
1
N

PN
i"1#Xmod ! Xobs%2

q
, where X

is the variable being compared, mod and obs stand for model re-
sults and observations, X is mean value. Fig. 9 shows the compar-
isons of wave height between numerical results and experiment
data at eight measurement sections. Due to refraction, wave focus-
sing occurs behind the shoal with a maximum wave height of
approximately 2.2 times the incident wave height (around
x = 5 m, y = 0 m). The model slightly under-predicts the peak wave
height at Sections 3 and 5. However, the wave height variations
along these two section are well captured. The normalized rms er-
rors for both sections are 0.11. In other sections, the predictions
agree quite well with the measurements. For example, the normal-
ized rms error at Section 1 is 0.07. These results demonstrate that
wave refraction and diffraction can be well simulated by the
model.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons between numerical (solid line) and experimental (circles) surface elevations at (a) x = 10.5 m; (b) x = 12.5 m; (c) x = 13.5 m; (d) x = 14.5 m; (e) x = 15.7 m;
(f) x = 17.3 m.
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Fig. 8. Bottom geometry for periodic wave propagation over an elliptical shoal,
experimental setup by Berkhoff et al. (1982).
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Excellent wave dispersion properties 
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Model extensions to additional physical applications 

via C ! qs/. The flow structures observed in the experiment are
well reproduced by the present model. The internal hydraulic
jump, where the turbidity current changes from upstream super-
critical to downstream subcritical condition, is clearly seen at the
slope transition.

Model-data comparisons of velocity profiles at both supercriti-
cal (x ! 3 m) and subcritical (x ! 8 m) regions for case NOVA7 are
presented in Fig. 5. The velocities and vertical coordinate are
respectively normalized by the layer-averaged velocity < u > and
layer thickness hs, which are defined as

< u >!
R g
"h u2dz
R g
"h udz

#25$

and

hs !
R g
"h udz

! "2

R g
"h u2dz

#26$

It is clearly shown that the simulations agree well with the mea-
surements at both locations, indicating that the model is capable
of capturing the internal hydraulic jump at the slope transition. In
the upstream supercritical region, the boundary layer extending
to the maximum velocity point covers a small portion of the current
thickness, while 80% of the flow is unbounded. The thickness of
boundary layer is greatly increased in the case of subcritical flow,
which covers about 50% of the current layer.

We also carried out model-data comparisons of DAPER series
(DAPER1, DAPER2 and DAPER6). All the DAPER series have the inlet
velocity of U0 ! 8:3 cm/s. The inlet sediment concentrations of
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Fig. 4. Sediment concentration distributions for case NOVA7 of García (1993) at t = 100 s and 150 s. The inlet is located at the left boundary with height of 3 cm. The inlet flow
velocity is 11 cm/s, and sediment concentration is 19.345 kg/m3.
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Gravity current 

In Fig. 11, we also present the mesh dependence of the simu-
lated tsunami waves. Two meshes are tested. One is using 2000
horizontal grids and 40 vertical layers with dx ! 5 m. The other
is using 1000 horizontal grids and 40 vertical layers with
dx ! 10 m. We can clearly see the convergence of the numerical re-
sults with mesh refinement, although there is minor difference in
the wave train that is tied to the landslide motion (second wave
train). This wave train consists of relatively short waves, which
are more sensitive to the grid resolution.

A wave energy analysis is conducted as well to investigate how
the deformable landslide transfers energy to the surface waves. To
see how wave energy is distributed over the three wave trains, we
particularly take a look at the wave energy at t ! 100 s, when the
three wave trains can be easily separated. For a crude estimation,
we divided the domain into three regions. Region 1 is from x ! 0
to 3000 m, containing the onshore moving wave train. Region 2
is from 3000 m to 5000 m, where the wave train tied to the land-
slide is located. Region 3 includes the area with x > 5000 m, where
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Fig. 9. Snapshots of simulated density distributions at t ! 0:4 s (upper panel) and t ! 0:8 s (lower panel).
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Tsunami generation by deforming slide 

CD were also conducted. The resulting velocity profiles and Reynolds
stress distributions are shown in Fig. 3. The model results are not
very sensitive to the drag coefficient, especially Reynolds stress.
Increasing the drag coefficient reduces mean velocities slightly.
However, the decrease of mean velocity is not significant as the
drag coefficient is increased from 1.2 to 1.4.

For case R32, water depth was increased to be 7.47 cm. Therefore,
the vegetation height and water depth ratio was 0.55. The vegetation
density was kept as 0.10 cm!1. The depth-averaged velocity of
13.87 cm/s and energy gradient of 2.13e–3 were specified. In the
numerical model, the drag coefficient was still chosen as CD = 1.2.
Fig. 4 presents the model-data comparisons of mean velocity profile
and Reynolds stress distribution. In this case, the theoretical value
of Cf !!1:33 gives the best comparisons with the laboratory measure-
ments. As discussed above, Cf ! determines turbulent mixing in the
water column. As the vegetation height and water depth ratio
decreases, vegetation effects on the water column become less signif-
icant, resulting in less turbulent mixing, which has to be modeled by
a larger value ofCf !. These results demonstrate thatCf ! is not a univer-
sal parameter. It varies with the vegetation height and water depth

ratio as well as with the flow characteristics. However, the theoretical
value ofCf ! can capture the main features of the flow in the vegetation
regions. Therefore, it will be used in the following sections.

The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget in the fully developed
unidirectional flow over submerged vegetation is illustrated in
Fig. 5, in which all the terms are normalized by the vegetation height
hv and depth-averaged velocity u0. Near the top of the canopy, shear
production Ps provides an important component of the TKE budget.
The maximum shear production occurs at the top of the vegetation.
Above the canopy, wake production Pv has no contribution to the
TKE budget. The shear production of turbulence Ps is balanced by
turbulent dissipation ! and turbulent transport Tt, which is similar
to that in the boundary layer. Within the canopy, wake production
due to vegetation Pv is the dominant source of turbulence. In the
upper layer of the canopy (z / h " 0.4), shear production Ps is compa-
rable to wake production Pv. This region corresponds to the “vertical
exchange zone” (Nepf and Vivoni, 2000), where vertical turbulent
exchange is dynamically important. In the lower layer of the canopy
(z / h " 0.4), both shear production Ps and turbulent transport Tt
are negligible. The vegetation-induced wake production Pv is simply
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What I’ve shortchanged: 
 
1.  Extension of our knowledge base using direct analysis of 

simplified process models.   This has been an avenue for 
progress in a number of areas including 
•  Marsh platform/tidal flat equilibria 
•  Channel incision in similar environments 
•  Large scale coastline development 
•  Bedform configuration and evolution 

2.  The need for coupled bio/geo/physical models as the time 
threshold for models increases. 

3.  The eventual link between high resolution sediment 
transport modeling and its use in improving 
parameterization of unresolved scales in nearshore and 
ocean models. 


